Enhanced oral delivery of celecoxib via the development of a supersaturable amorphous formulation utilising mesoporous silica and co-loaded HPMCAS.
Stabilization of amorphous formulations via mesoporous silica has gained considerable attention for oral delivery of poorly soluble drugs. The release of the drug from the silica is expected to generate supersaturation which is often associated with subsequent precipitation. The aim of the study was hence to develop a novel supersaturable amorphous formulation through the co-loading of a BCS class II drug Celecoxib (CXB) with a precipitation inhibitor hydroxypropyl methylcellulose acetate succinate (HPMCAS) onto the silica. The addition of HPMCAS did not hamper the adsorption but on the contrary promoted the complete solid state conversion of the drug as proved by DSC analysis. In an in vitro pH shift assay, the CXB-HPMCAS co-loaded silica achieved a 5-fold solubility increase over the crystalline CXB and over the CXB-loaded silica blended with HPMCAS which did not show any enhancement. The drug co-loaded silica was then suspended in an aqueous vehicle facilitating the dosing to animals. The CXB-HPMCAS co-loaded silica suspension achieved 15-fold solubility increase in vitro over the crystalline counterpart which translated in 1.35-fold Cmax increase in vivo after oral dosing in rats. This approach represents a novel formulation strategy to maximize in vivo exposure of poorly soluble drugs critical for discovery studies.